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Abstract :Bankruptcy is one of the factors that none of the financial statements users expect that, but 

they are always concern about it. So many researchers have predicted bankruptcy using multiple 

variables and different methods. By predicting the financial crisis of firms, necessary programs can be 

planned to prevent the bankruptcy in firms. Therefore, finding ways to predict crisis before the 

bankruptcy happens is very important in which the accounting information plays an important role. 

Therefore, the main purpose of this research is a theoretical study of risk management and prevention 

of bankruptcy. 
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1. Introduction 
The importance of the bankruptcy prediction has always been increasing for the 

companies' property; nowadays the global economies have been aware of and 

sensitive about the risks caused by liabilities and obligations of companies, especially 

after the collapse of large organizations such as World com and Enron and that credit 

risk mitigation is one of the objectives of the II Basel rules. On the other hand, the 

unfavorable financial situation in firms has caused losses for various classes of 

society, especially investors including shareholders and creditors; not only investors, 

but also senior managers and accountants and auditors are also interested in predicting 

the company's financial situation scientifically. (Gholampourfard, 2002)  

Financial analysts know the financial crisis as the most important risk that imposes to 

company and investors, because in the event time of the crisis, all the groups that are 

linked to the company in some way will lose. Debits and creditors may lose the 

important parts of their debit. Investors' assets will be worthless and employees will 

lose their jobs. An overview of the phenomenon of financial crisis will exhibit overt 

and covert losses of bankruptcy for a society. Resources will be wasted and distrust is 

accounted as a barrier for the development of economic and social future. Base on 
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this, the importance of the financial crisis and helplessness is no secret for everyone. 

If this ominous phenomenon is predictable, its occurrence can be prevented or its 

impacts can be minimized. (Pourmehr, 2002) Therefore, our primary goal in this 

study is investigating the theoretical foundations of risk management and bankruptcy 

prevention. 

 

2. The importance of the bankruptcy risk  
Rapid progress of technology and massive environmental changes have caused the 

increasing acceleration to the economy, limited growing competition of economic 

firms to achieve profits, increased the probability of bankruptcy, and made the 

financial decisions more strategic than before. (Mehrani et al., 2002) 

Identification of good opportunities and making decision about investment are the key 

issues in financial management (Malekian et al., 2002) in which the risks and 

uncertainties are hidden (Mehrani et al. 2002). Bankruptcy is one of the hidden risks 

in investment that is often a familiar word; and it's interpreted as the final stage of 

firms’ economic life (Fadeenezhad and Eskandari, 2011). Firms’ bankruptcy usually 

effects on capital market liquidity and the development of economy and the investors’ 

aims in this area is to minimize the risk of loss of the principal and interest of its 

capital (Komijani and Sa'adatifar, 2002). 

At the time of bankruptcy, banks usually reduce accreditation to the bankrupted 

companies and request higher interest for their companies' loans to compensate for the 

additional risk. As similar, institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance 

companies reduce stocks purchase and tend to buy bonds of banks or similar markets; 

ultimately this process will lead to reduce liquidity in the capital markets, increase in 

the cost of capital in the firms and a reduction in economic growth. 

 

3. The definition of bankruptcy 
How to deal with bankruptcy has been one of the important issues over recent years 

and by passing more than eight decades it seems that a single definition have not been 

represented yet. In Iran, with an overall review, companies confront with fail in one of 

the three forms of financial, legal (business) or economic fail (Rasoulzadeh, 2001).  

1. Financial bankruptcy or insolvency refers to weakness of financial obligations and 

usually an indication upon maturity in financial straits and lack of capital flow that 

itself is due to other reasons such as weak structure of capital, high operating costs 

and so on (Kamijani and saa'datfar, 2002). 

2. Business (legal) bankruptcy has been defined in Article 212 of the Commercial 

Code as the following: a businessman or business firm bankruptcy is caused as the 

result of the cessation of payment of funds. So, insolvency is a financial situation and 

bankruptcy is a judicial state (Komijani and Saadatfar, 2002). 

2. The economic bankruptcy also occurs when as a result of losses, eliminating half of 

the capital of the company at least and subject to Article 121 of modified Commercial 

Code (Komijani and Sa'adatifar, 2002). 

In another study, the threshold of bankruptcy has been used to identify firms in 

Tehran Stock Exchange (fadAyii Race, 1320). Nelson et al (1223) also consider the 

bankruptcy when the firm's value is less than a possible level; this possible level 

defined by changes in the time structure of interest rates and uncertainty in the value 
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of assets, according to this definition, bankruptcy is a conceptual and expectations 

level. Some others have defined bankruptcy as closure of symbol in the stock 

exchange (Soleimani Amiri, 2003).  

In contrast, some deficiencies in accounting, economic and market information have 

been considered and the panel data, such as Tobin's q was used that is based on 

market value and accounting for performance evaluation of firms (Modares, 2002). 

On the contrast, researches that were done with the aim of determination scale for 

firms' performance and bankruptcy; researchers such as Haley believe that accounting 

information look at the past and it is not prospective. So, rely on accounting 

information causes the company's performance evaluation process faced with 

limitation. Therefore, the performance determination criteria and firm's bankruptcy is 

not without defect and criticism is valid, Haley believes that there is no ideal standard 

for performance evaluation (Modres, 2002).   

 

4. Review on bankruptcy factors  

Companies are often bankrupted under the influence of various factors related to each 

other, therefore determination of the cause or causes of financial problems in any 

particular case is not an easy work. In a general division the bankruptcy has been 

defined as a result of external factors (Extra organizational) and internal factors (inter 

organizational) (Nikbakht and Sharifi 2010). 

A) external factors include factors that are not controllable by the company, but 

provide financial problems in the company, these factors can be defined 

characteristics of the economic system, changes in economic structures, changes in 

trade, business fluctuations, the problems related to finance, natural events and 

disasters, the intensity of competition in the market, the mismatch between production 

and consumption, lack of employment, decrease in sales level, inflation, prices falling, 

rising interest rates and etc. (Nikbakht and Sharifi, 2010). 

B) Internal factors include the more extend creation and development of credit to 

customers (too much credit sales), inefficient management (lack of education, 

experience, ability and initiative in the field of competition and technology and 

resource and errors management), including the inability to effectively manage 

capital, betrayal, fraud, and so on (the Nikbakht & Sharifi, 2010). 

Despite the effective and direct impact role of each internal and external factor in the 

company's statue, much of the researches represented so far, are based on financial 

ratios and rely on the factors that have more weight, have negligence in the 

calculation of other factors. Beaver's et al (2002) findings showed that: 

Table 1- The reasons of bankruptcy 

The 

reasons of 

bankruptcy 

Inter 

Organizational 

reasons 

Creation and 

development 

of extreme 

reliability 

Inefficient 

management 

Inadequate 

capital 

Infidelity 

and 

Cheating 

- 

Extra 

Organizational 

reasons 

Properties of 

economic 

system / 

Swing 

Competition 

Changes in 

business 

improvement 

and criticism 

in public 

demand 

Financing events 
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 Market variables such as stock market returns, the relative value of the stock, type of industry, 

age, size, free float shares, basis volume, trading and price limit Symbol cease and fluctuation 

limit of shares price be considered important factor in bankruptcy predicting. Regardless of 

ignoring factors, the role of accounting information on selected financial ratios in the 

distinction between successful companies and the crisis has been a controversial topic in recent 

decades (Soleimani Amiri, 2003) because financial ratios are historical in nature and may be 

subject to manipulation and appearance making (Fadayee nezhad, 2011). 

 

5- Predicting models and methods of bankruptcy and financial distresses 

There are a lot of models and methods of forecasting the financial crisis and the separation of 

healthy and unhealthy companies and it is tried to present a comprehensive number here: 

 

5.1 Beaver's model 

Beaver's researches led to create a model that is known to univariate model. Beaver in 1222, 

selected a collection of 30 financial ratios that are the best ratio for evaluating in his opinion 

about the health of a company. Then, he classified the ratios based on how institutional 

assessment of organizations, in the six  ratios, cash flow, net income ratios, debt ratios to total 

income, cash income to total income ratio, debt ratios, cash income from the sale of existing 

and efficiency ratios. Beaver's model be adjusted based on his model: 

1. Cash benefits of a company can reduce the likelihood of bankruptcy. 

2. High net cash flow that are from the activity of the company became lowers the probability 

of firm's bankruptcy. 

3. The high debt increases the probability of bankruptcy. 

2. The high rate of cash benefits from the necessity of the operational costs of capital will raise 

the possibility of bankruptcy.  

He used these principles to assess the ability ratios to predict bankruptcy. Beaver for this work, 

selected 22 bankrupt companies and 22 non-bankrupt companies. Then he evaluated each of 

30 ratios in these companies. In these researches, he concluded that the reliability level of 

prediction of proportions are different. Also bankrupt companies not only have less cash flows 

than the non-bankrupt companies, but they have less amount of storage cash income. He also 

realized that although bankrupt companies have less capital to cover their obligations, but these 

companies are more willing to borrow compare to non-bankrupt firms. At the end of 

researches, Beaver concluded that value of each ratio is the amount of companies' classification 

credit in bankruptcy firms and non-bankruptcy companies, and less classification error indicate 

the high value of each ratio. According to these beaver's principals, six principles of 

classification error rate is the lowest virtually assets, including cash flow, net income virtually 

assets, total assets in total debt, completely finance working capital, current ratio and the ratio 

of the distance uncertainty were introduced. In Beaver's point of view, best ratio among the 

above ratios, the ratio of cash flow to the total debt that the classification error is about 131 for 

one year before bankruptcy (Beaver 1222).  

 

5-2 Altman's model 

Altman in 1222 selected 2 ratios the best predictors of bankruptcy through the analysis of 

multiple audits and among 22 financial ratios combinatory. Combined ratios include filtration, 

profitability, leverage, flexibility and activity. 

54321 2/14/13/306/0999/0 XXXXXZ ++++=  
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These variables include the sale of virtually assets, market value of equity to book value of 

total debt, profit before interest and tax to total assets, cumulative profit to total assets and 

working capital to total assets. In this model, if the calculated Z is smaller than 1.21, that 

company is bankrupted and if it's between 1.21 and 2.222, the company is in bankruptcy area 

and if it is greater than 22272, probability of bankruptcy is very low. Altman tested 22 

companies that including 33 companies and 33 bankrupt companies. His model was a 221 

success that with continued research for two years before the bankruptcy model achieved 

accuracy about 23 percent (Altman, 1222). 

In the next years of the creation of the model and its developed applications, a series of 

criticisms were raised for the model. Financial analysts, accountants and even the company 

believes that the model is usable only for enterprises with the commercial nature of the public. 

Altman in 1223 presented an amendment proposed model and new model called Z. 

Fundamental reform of the model, replacing the book value of equity rather than its market 

value and then index change and bankruptcy ranges of the model. 

54321 99/042/01/384/071/0 XXXXXZ ++++=   

In the model, if the calculated Z value is less than 1.33, the probability of bankruptcy is very 

high and it is between 2.2 and 1.33, the enterprise in the area of bankruptcy and there is a 

possibility and if calculated Z of company is larger than 2.2. The probability of bankruptcy is 

very low. Altman to test the modified model used a sample of 33 bankrupted companies and 

33 non-bankrupted companies (Altman, 1222). In Other researches, Altman and McGugeh 

stated that the auditors' assessment is a complex process of the continuity of the companies. 

They stated that the bankruptcy forecasting models can help auditors when judging the ability 

to sustain activity. For the same purpose, in 1222, documents of 32 bankrupted companies 

surveyed during the period 1220 to 1223. The results of survey showed that linear models to 

predict bankruptcy at 221 of cases is marked and predicted bankruptcy, but the published audit 

report about them, only in 221 of cases have been referred to the uncertainty about the ability 

of continuity. Altman in 1222 repeated the same test by using a predicting linear model of 

bankruptcy about two sets of bankrupted companies that the results of this study are as follows 

that financial predictable patterns of crisis can help to a certain problem may be the auditor 

aware by using conventional processes audit that is difficult to achieve. 

Next modified Z-Score model was to analyze the characteristics and accuracy of the model, 

regardless of the variable (the ratio of sales to total asset). Altman in 1223 do this to minimize 

the effects of this industry's potential. He removed its terms of sale existence to total assets and 

create changes in the model coefficients. 

 

In this model, if calculated Z is smaller than 1.1, the company is bankrupted and if calculated Z 

is between 1.1 and 2.2, there is a probability of bankruptcy and if it is larger than 2.2, the 

probability of bankruptcy is much low. Altman bankruptcy prediction model for non-

manufacturing firms and industries, especially the creation of that type of investment they vary 

among other companies. The results of this model with a sample of 33 bankrupted companies 

and 33 non-bankrupts are almost the same results of Z model were obtained (Altman 1223). In 

2000, Altman also presented a multivariate model with 2 variables that including return on 

assets, profit ability, debt indicators, the ratio of accumulated profits, liquidity, investment and 

firm size (Altman 2000). 

 

 

1 2 3 46.56 3.2 6.72 1.05x x x xZ   
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5-3. DeaKin's Model  

After Altman, Another study conducted to predict bankruptcy by using financial ratios that the 

investigation due to improvements in data collection and statistical methods, procedures were 

modified, but the results did not change substantially by researchers. For example, Deakin in 

1222 tested ratios presented by Beaver and he used an accident sampling rather than 

conformity to successful companies. Obtained verifier equation had the accuracy of Altman’s 

classification and has the ability to distinguish up to three years before bankruptcy efficiently. 

But when it was matched with a valid sample, achieved results of the estimation model, there 

was a major instability in estimated model (Deakin 1222). 

 

5-4- Springate's model  

The initial idea of this model presented for the first time in Simon University by Gordon L. V. 

Springate. Like Altman, he used audit analysis of financial ratios to select 2 rations among 12 

ratios that the best ratio of the detection of healthy and insolvent firms. 

4321 3/107/366/04/0 XXXXZ +++=  

Model variables including sale of existence to total assets, net profit before tax in current 

liabilities, net profit before interest and tax to total assets and working capital to total assets. 

When Z <0222, the company will go bankrupt. Springate using this model to test 20 

companies and ensure the rate of 22.2% that these companies were among manufacturing 

companies (Springate 1222). 

 

5-5. Ohlson's model  

In 1220, Ohlson did a study entitled with financial ratios and prediction of bankruptcy. He 

conducted his studies on the history of the past 12 years, from 1222 to 1220 who focused on 

predict of the financial crisis and the bankruptcy of financial companies was done by famous 

masters. His research was done based on an econometric forecasting model, the conditional 

probability model (logistic or logit). Finally, developed following pattern by using the logit 

model: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91.32 .407 6.03 1.43 .0757 72.1 .521 2.37 1.83 .285x x x x x x x x xY           

Patterns variables include the logarithm of total assets respectively to the GDP, total debt to 

total assets, working capital to total assets, current liabilities to current assets, gross profit to 

virtually assets, cash generated from operations to total debt, if gross profit was negative for 

the last two years, number one, otherwise number zero, if the total debt is more than the total 

number of assets, number one, otherwise zero and absolute change is profit. Ohelson tested his 

model on the 102 now bankrupt and 2022non-bankrupt companies (Ohelson, 1220).  

 

5-6 Zemijewski's model 

Zemijewski used financial ratios, liquidity, performance and financial levers to create a 

bankruptcy prediction model. These ratios were not selected based on theoretical perspectives 

but they were selected based on Zemijewski's previous studies on financial ratios. In addition, 

he was used Probit analysis to create a model. 

1 2 34.3 4.5 5.7 0.004x xZ x     

These variables of pattern are current assets to current liabilities, total debt to total assert and 

net profit to total profit. When Z <0 the company will go bankrupt. 
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Zemijewski tested this model on 20 bankrupted companies and 200 non-bankrupted companies 

that achieved confident level about 221 for a year before the bankruptcy (Zemijewski, 1222) 

 

5-7 Falmer's model 

Falmer and colleagues in 1222 selected 20 companies in America in a 2-year period for two 

unsuccessful and successful groups. They collected information after one year and two years 

before the base year (year subject to bankruptcy law), were calculated the model variables. 

Multivariate analysis was used to assess the usefulness of elf of 20 financial ratios for a sample 

of 20 rats including 30 companies and 30 non-bankrupt bankrupt. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
5.528 0.212 0.073 1.27 0.12 2.335 0.575 1.083 0.894 6.075V V V V V V V V VY           

The model variables included dividend profit to assets, sale to assets, pre-tax profit to assets, 

cash flow to debt, current debt to assets, the logarithm of the tangible assets, working capital 

debt and the logarithm of earnings before interest and taxes to interest. When Y <0 the 

company will go bankrupt. 

Falmer et al. after replacing of variables, a year before bankruptcy concluded that model can 

predict 22 companies correctly among 22 unsuccessful companies and only in one case predict 

a company was success. In the case of successful companies that were 22 numbers, model can 

predict all 22 number (1001) correctly. In case of predicting bankruptcy two years ago in 

unsuccessful companies that their number was 22, model could predict 12 (201) cases of 

companies correctly and 10 (301) cases predict incorrectly. In predicting two years before 

bankruptcy in the group of successful companies, among 22 companies in community, model 

can predict 22 companies (232) correctly and predict two companies incorrectly. In general, 

can be say that the prediction accuracy a year before bankruptcy was 221 and for two years 

before bankruptcy was 211 (Fulmer 1222).  

 

5-8. CA-Score Model 

This model was created by scientists Elgalt and Vernova at The University of Quebec in 

Montreal, Canada. They were used multivariate analysis to create the model. In this study, they 

have 30 financial ratios along with a sample of 122 specimens of luxury brand plants which 

had annual sales of 1 to 20 million dollar. 

1 2 3 4.50913 4.508 0.3936 2.7616CA S XZ CORE X X       

These models variables are equity to total assets, financial expenses minus extraordinary items, 

pre-tax income to total assets and sales to total assets.  

When CA-Score <-073 the company will go bankrupt. The model was tested in 1222 by Lance 

and reliability rate of 231 was obtained for manufacturing institute. (Quebec CA's, 1222) 

 

5-9. Grace's model  

Grace studied multiple compounds of financial ratios to create his set of models for predicting 

bankruptcy to test susceptibility of their structure. 

Grace pay specific attention to used coefficients and models that include different 

combinations of financial ratios. Bankruptcy prediction model that was presented by Grace 

based on conditional probability models, especially logit analysis models. In logit models, 

financial ratios of companies created in coefficients model. Multitude LGI to a logit index 
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 Bankruptcy probability
1

1




LGIe
 

Answers set of above formula is from zero to one. Point of interruption formula is number 0.2. 

Choose point of interruption, according to the point of indifference are between the first and 

second type of errors. Grace for this purpose, take into account the equal amount of the first 

and second type of errors that accepted fundamental error of both. Therefore, according to 

what mentioned above, in Grace's model in which bankruptcy probability is more than 0.2, 

classified as bankrupted company and that probability of bankruptcy according to the formula 

is less than 0.2, classified as non-bankrupt companies. Grace in order to test his model and 

measuring accurately predict of that used sample of companies in the five year period between 

1222 and 1223 were declared bankruptcy pretext. He said the sample size was 22. Grace also 

selected 22 companies as well as active participation in the five-year period. In a test of his 

model, he used the ratios "net profit to total assets "and" liabilities to total assets". Grace 

obtained 0.22 accurate predict of his GPA for a year before the bankruptcy and for two years 

before the bankruptcy achieved 2270. It should be noted that Grace as well as others who have 

filed bankruptcy prediction models, used ratios that reflect the cash, performance and financial 

leverage of companies. So, grace's model like other bankruptcy prediction models that profit 

from the right mix lubricants as well as other benefit ratio, the ratio of "net benefit to total asset 

", " working capital to total assets", "total debt to total assets" and "net profit difference and 

cash flow from operations to total assets "is used as an indicator of logit (Asgari, 2002). 

 

5-11 Zavgern's model  

The best-known and most useful discriminant analysis model proposed by Edward Altman, 

Altman's Z-Score model or the model Zeta, combined several measures of profit and risk 

together and thus provide a measure of the risk model was reflecting bankruptcy as a standard. 

Altman model was done in test, was correct in 221 of cases. However, Altman had assumed in 

the development model that all variables have normal distribution. Zavgren, in order to solve 

this problem, explained a new model in which he used statistical analyses of non-parametric as 

logit and did not act like Altman based on normal assumption of variables in community and 

presented the output of his model numerically in zero to one range that display the possibility 

of bankruptcy of the company. Because the use of logit method, Zavgern's predictive models 

has more accuracy than method that do not use this method. The model presented by Zavgren 

is as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 70.23883 0.108 1.583 10.78 3.074 0.486 4.35 0.11X X X X X X XY          

This model variables were: average inventories to sales, average receivable accounts to 

average assets, short term investing plus cash to total assets, real assets to current liabilities, 

operating profit to (total asset-current debt), long-term debt to (total asset-current liability) and 

sales to (fixed assets + working capital) respectively. The output model that related to the 

probability of bankruptcy is a number between zeros to one range. Whatever the number is 

larger and closer to one, bankruptcy probability is more and vice versa, how much the number 

is smaller and closer to zero, the probability of bankruptcy will show lower for the company. 

Zavgren calculated model variables coefficients for 2 years using financial statements of non-

bankrupt and bankrupt companies,. He considered bankrupt companies in 1220 and calculate 

the coefficients of the variables of the model will account for 2 consecutive years from 1222 

and 1222. Then, based on the relevant factors, he considered the probability of bankruptcy for 
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a samples bankrupt company. He observed that in the period from 1222 to 1222, the 

possibility of bankruptcy has rising trend. Then, he studied the trend changes of bankrupted 

probability of mentioned company with the trend of stock price of that company during the 

years and observe that at the same time of bankruptcy probability, stock price had falling trend, 

and with the increasing of the bankruptcy probability reduced.  Zavgren's model because of its 

reliance on the assumption of normal distribution of the variables used in bankruptcy 

prediction model is close to reality. However, one criticism of his model is that in Zavgren's 

model because of reliance on the assumption of normal distribution of variables and direct use 

of non-parametric statistical analysis and the logit model to find the coefficients of the 

variables in the prediction model, compared with models such as the analysis of audit Altman's 

model, the coefficients calculated of variables are less correlated with each other (Zavgren, 

1222).  

 

5-11 SAF Model  

SAF Model was developed by Cindy Yashika from Nihon University in 2003, and widely 

known in Japan as one of the models to predict bankruptcy. This model by classification and 

identification of financial information of the bankrupted companies between 1222 and 2001 in 

Japan, studied the predicting the company's suspension. The model included variables such as 

accumulated loos and earnings to total assets, goods inventory turnover during a fiscal period, 

cost of interest to sales and net profit before tax to total assets (Cindy, 2002). 

 

5-12 Models of artificial intelligence Prediction 

In recent years the use of artificial and innovative intelligence in research in the field of 

predictive bankruptcy has been common. According to that artificial intelligence techniques to 

reduce false variables and correct classification have more efficient, more accurate methods are 

used to predict bankruptcy. The difference between this method and traditional and statistical 

methods is that their hypothesis, apply different procedures to produce structure of knowledge. 

Traditional statistical methods have restrictive assumptions such as linearity, normality and 

independence of the variables, while artificial intelligence do not require such techniques. 

Statistical methods were established on minimizing the possibility of error in misclassified, but 

the methods of artificial intelligence presented in a technology to extract knowledge from the 

training samples (Shin and Lee2002). In this section an overview of the types of artificial 

intelligence techniques include neural networks, decision trees, genetic algorithms, fuzzy set 

theory, data envelopment analysis, case-based reasoning, rough sets and support vector 

machine and the number of investigations carried out by these methods has been provided. 

Artificial neural network is inspired a computational model of the human nervous system by 

biological neural networks. A neural network is a system of interconnected computing and 

multi splits units that extremely high and is called the neurons (brain string). The first attempt 

to use neural networks in predicting bankruptcy took place by Odema and Sharda (1220). The 

results of the studies showed that neural networks compared with multiple discriminant 

analysis have more accuracy and greater predictive power. Salchenberger et al (1222) did 

study on bankruptcy prediction by using neural networks and their results were compared with 

logit model. In this study, they used five financial ratio that indicates capital adequacy, debt 

quality, management performance, earnings and liquidity. 100 bankrupted institute and 100 

non-bankrupted institutes based on geographical location and value of assets, between 1222 

and 1222 were selected. The results showed that neural networks are better than the logit 
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model (Salchenberger 1222). Wallace designed a model by using neural networks. In his 

pattern of the key financial values were used that reported ratios as the best ratios in past 

bankruptcy studies. Wallace's pattern has an overall accuracy of 221 and 22 different financial 

ratios studied in previous studies. Wallace's financial ratios were used in the model in order to 

prioritize the relative importance of their role model. But research results shows that (Mehrani, 

2002) 

1  

2 Table 2 ratio and relative importance of the Wallace's pattern  

Financial ratio 
Relative importance 

percentage  

Net profit to total asset  22 

Working invest to total asset 21 

Total debt to total asset  12 

Flow asset to flow debt  13 

flow cash to total debts  13 

quick debts to flow debts  12 

 

6. Conclusion 

Many efforts have been made in recent decades to predict bankruptcy and present different 

patterns such as statistical models, artificial and theoretical intelligence can be considered as 

the researchers' approaches for predicting bankruptcy. Each of these models has its strengths 

and weaknesses which cannot be named as a comprehensive and effective model. Bankruptcy 

is a multifaceted phenomenon that a combination of various factors involved in the emergence, 

overt or covert these reasons, many firms are involved in bankruptcy, are the Achilles' heel of 

these patterns. Therefore, the aim of this study was to review the literature and literature in 

connection with risk management and bankruptcy. 
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